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Resum del projecte: cal adjuntar dos resums del document, l'un en anglès i l'altre en la llengua del document, on 
s'esmenti la durada de l'acció

Resum en la llengua del projecte (màxim 300 paraules)
(Abstract in English)

Two-component systems (TCS) are used by pathogenic  bacteria to sense the environment within a host  and 
activate mechanisms related to virulence and antimicrobial resistance. A prototypical example is the PhoQ/PhoP 
system, which is the major regulator of virulence in Salmonella. Hence, PhoQ is an attractive target for the design 
of new antibiotics against foodborne diseases. Inhibition of the PhoQ-mediated bacterial virulence does not result 
in growth inhibition, presenting less selective pressure for the generation of antibiotic resistance. Moreover, PhoQ 
is a histidine kinase (HK) and it is absent in animals. Nevertheless, the design of satisfactory HK inhibitors has 
been proven to be a challenge. To compete with the intracellular ATP concentrations, the affinity of a HK inhibitor 
must be in the micromolar-nanomolar range, whereas the current lead compounds have at best millimolar affinities. 
Moreover, the drug selectivity depends on the conformation of a highly variable loop, referred to as the “ATP-lid”, 
which is difficult to study by X-Ray crystallography due to its flexibility.

During the period funded by the Beatriu de Pinós fellowship (April 1st, 2010-March 31st, 2012), I have investigated 
the binding of different HK inhibitors to PhoQ. In particular, all-atom molecular dynamics simulations have been 
combined  with  enhanced  sampling  techniques  in  order  to  provide  structural  and  dynamic  information  of  the 
conformation of the ATP-lid. Transient interactions between these drugs and the ATP-lid have been identified and 
the free energy of the different binding modes has been estimated. The results obtained pinpoint the importance of 
protein flexibility in the HK-inhibitor binding, and constitute a first step in developing more potent and selective 
drugs.

The computational resources of the hosting institution as well as the experience of the members of the group in 
drug binding and free energy methods have been crucial to carry out this work.

Resum en anglès (màxim 300 paraules)
(Resum en català)

Els bacteris patogènics utilitzen sistemes de dos components (TCS) per tal de analitzar les condicions ambientals 
dins de l'hoste i activar mecanismes relacionats amb virulència i resistència antimicrobiana. PhoQ/PhoP, el major 
regulador de la virulència en  Salmonella, n'és un exemple prototípic. Per aquesta raó, la proteina PhoQ resulta 
atractiva com a una diana terapèutica per dissenyar nous antibiòtics pel tractament de malalties gastrointestinals. 
Inhibint PhoQ s'atenua la virulència bacteriana sense afectar el creixement, i per tant es disminueix la pressió 
selectiva responsable de la generació de la resistència a antibiòtics. A més, PhoQ és una histidina quinasa (HK) i 
aquest tipus de quinases no es troben a animals. Malgrat això, encara no s'han pogut trobar inhibidors d'HK prou 
satisfactoris. Per tal de competir amb les concentracions intracel-lulars d'ATP, l'afinitat de l'inhibidor ha de ser de 
l'ordre micromolar-nanomolar, mentre que l'afinitat dels compostos actuals és mil-limolar. Un altre problema és que 
la selectivitat del fàrmac depèn de la conformació d'un bucle, conegut com a “ATP-lid”, que resulta difícil d'estudiar 
per cristal-lografia de rajos X degut a la seva flexibilitat.

Durant el període de la beca Beatriu de Pinós (1 d'abril del 2010-31 de març del 2012), he investigat la unió de 
diferents inhibidors a PhoQ. En concret, s'han dut a terme simulacions atomístiques combinades amb tècniques 
d'acceleració d'esdeviments  per tal  de proporcionar informació estructural  i  dinàmica sobre la conformació de 
l'ATP-lid. A més, s'han identificat interaccions transitòries entre aquests fàrmacs i el bucle i s'ha estimat l'energia 
lliure dels diferents modes d'unió. Els resultats obtinguts indiquen que la flexibilitat de la proteïna i els efectes del 
solvent tenen un paper important en la unió HK-inhibidor i constitueixen el primer pas en el desenvolupament de 
fàrmacs més potents i selectius.

Aquest  treball  no  s'hauria  pogut  dur  a  terme  sense  els  recursos  computacionals  de  la  institució  d'acollida  i 
l'experiència dels membres del grup hoste en modelat de unió de fàrmacs i mètodes d'energia lliure.



          

2.- Memòria del  treball  (informe científic  sense limitació  de paraules).  Pot  incloure  altres  fitxers  de 
qualsevol mena, no més grans de 10 MB cadascun d’ells.

Introduction

Pathogenic  bacteria  have  evolved  mechanisms  to  mitigate  attack  by  sensing  their 
environment within a host, and turning on genes required for virulence and biofilm formation. 
Many of these processes are activated by two-component systems (TCS), which change the 
level of gene expression in response to environmental signals [1]. TCS's are highly conserved 
in both gram positive and negative bacteria, which have between 20 to 50 such systems, and 
many are absolutely required for virulence in vivo. A prototypical example is the PhoQ/PhoP 
system [2].  The PhoQ/PhoP TCS is essential for the survival and virulence of  Salmonella 
enterica [3],  which is  responsible  of  salmonellosis  and typhoid fever.  Hence,  PhoQ is an 
attractive target for the design of new antibiotics against foodborne diseases [4]. Inhibition of 
the PhoQ-mediated bacterial virulence does not result in growth inhibition, presenting less 
selective pressure for the generation of antibiotic resistance. Moreover, PhoQ is a histidine 
kinase (HK) and it is absent in animals.

PhoQ, like many TCS kinases, alternates between a kinase and a phophatase activity 
[5].  When activated by  the absence of  divalent  cations,  low pH,  or  cationic  antimicrobial 
peptides  (cAMPs),  PhoQ  becomes  biased  toward  the  kinase  activity  and  uses  ATP  to 
autophosphorylate itself at a conserved His residue in the cytoplasmic portion of the protein. 
This  phosphate  group  is  then  transferred  to  the  response  regulator  PhoP,  resulting  in 
transcription  of  a  number  of  genes  under  PhoP-phosphate  regulated  promoters  that  are 
involved in virulence and antimicrobial resistance (Figure 1). When PhoQ is repressed, it is 
biased  to  the  phosphatase  activity  and  dephosporylates  phospho-PhoP,  thus  turning  off 
transcription of those genes.

Figure  1.  Schematic  diagram  describing  the  structure  and  function  of  PhoQ/PhoQ  two-
component system.



          

PhoQ is a modular protein  (Figure 1) consisting of a periplasmic sensing domain (SD) 
[6], a transmembrane domain (TM) [7], a signal-transducing HAMP domain, and two domains 
that  are  involved  in  the  phosphoryl  transfer  reaction:  the  cytoplasmic  DHp  domain  (a 
dimerization  domain  which  contains  the  His  residue  that  becomes  autophosphorylated, 
H227), and the catalytic histidine kinase domain (PhoQcat) [8].

This PhoQcat domain is the target of the HK inhibitors, that act by displacing the ATP 
substrate [9].  Nevertheless, the current lead compounds are still  far to be satisfactory. To 
compete with the intracellular ATP concentrations, the drug affinity must be in the μM-nM 
range, whereas the current lead compounds have at best mM affinities [10-12].  Moreover, 
the drug selectivity depends on the conformation of a highly variable loop, referred to as the 
“ATP-lid” [9], which is difficult to study by X-Ray crystallography due to its flexibility [10]. All-
atom molecular dynamics (AA-MD) simulations combined with enhanced sampling techniques 
may help to provide structural and dynamic information on the conformation of the ATP-lid 
and the binding mode of the drugs. This knowledge may be used to develop more potent and 
selective HK inhibitors.

Computational details
Model building. To get a first insight into the conformation of the ATP-lid, we constructed 

structural models of the apo form of PhoQcat, the PhoQcat-ATP complex and PhoQcat bound 
to different inhibitors (i.e. radicicol and JH-II-126), by combining the available crystallographic 
information with several modeling techniques. 

In the crystal structure of apo-PhoQcat (PDB entry: 3CGZ) and the PhoQcat-radicicol 
complex (PDB entry: 3CGY) [10], most of the ATP-lid is disordered (i.e. 14 and 22 residues 
are missing, respectively). On the contrary, the crystal structure of PhoQcat bound to a non-
hydrolyzable ATP analog (AMPPNP, PDB entry: 1ID0) [8a] shows an ordered ATP-lid, that is 
significantly displaced compared to the apo form. The structure of this PhoQcat-AMPPNP 
complex could be used to model the missing loop in the apo and radicicol  bound forms. 
However, the length of the missing loop as well as the important displacement of the ATP-lid 
in the putative template will most likely limit the accuracy of the resulting model. In order to 
overcome this limitation and increase the conformational sampling, we generated different 
models of the missing loop (see below).

Three models were initially built for apo-PhoQcat (Figure 2). The apo-open model was 
based on the apo-PhoQcat crystal structure [10] and the missing loop was added by using the 
cyclic coordinate descent (CCD) loop modeling algorithm implemented in Rosetta [13]. This 
algorithm uses fragment libraries and the secondary structure prediction for the loop in order 
to speed up the conformational sampling. The apo-closed model was constructed using the 
crystal structure of the PhoQcat-AMPPNP complex by removing the ATP analog molecule. To 
represent the ensemble of conformations between the open and closed states, initially we 
generated a single model  (apo-intermediate) by hybridizing the  apo-open and  apo-closed 
models using Modeller [14]. However, this is a very crude approximation, since the Cα RMSD 
between  the  open  and  closed  states  is  ~7.6  Å.  Hence,  we  generated  eight  additional 
intermediate models using the Morph server [15]. The structure of the apo-morphs models is 
obtained by linear interpolation between the apo-open and apo-closed states. Altogether, we 
generated  11  models  of  apo-PhoQcat  (apo-open,  apo-closed,  apo-intermediate,  apo-
morph1 ... apo-morph8), that were further refined by running a ~100 ns AA-MD simulation for 
each model.

The PhoQcat-ATP complex was constructed using the X-ray structure of PhoQcat bound 
to AMPPNP [8a], by replacing the non-hydrolyzable imido group by the actual phosphodiester 
oxygen atom. Since in this case the ATP-lid is ordered and already present in the crystal 
structure, only one model was considered. This PhoQcat-ATP model was also equilibrated by 
running a ~100ns AA-MD. This simulation will be used as a control of the apoPhoQcat and 
PhoQcat-drug simulations.



          

Figure 2.  Three initial models built for apo-PhoQcat, i.e. the apo form of the catalytic histidine 
kinase domain of PhoQ. The core of the protein is shown in grey and the modeled loop is 
coloured blue (apo-open model), green (apo-intermediate model) or red (apo-closed model). 

To build the models of the PhoQcat-radicicol complex, three different strategies were 
used. First, the missing loop was added to the crystal structure of PhoQcat bound to radicicol 
[10]  using  Modeller  [14].  This  procedure  takes  into  account  the  non-bonded  interactions 
between the drug and the protein to avoid steric clashes. Moreover, we can refine the loop by 
including structural information, such as the predicted loop secondary structure (model Rad-
crystal1) or a template, such as the PhoQcat-ATP complex (model Rad-crystal2). Second, we 
manually docked the drug into some of the apo-PhoQcat models by superimposing the crystal 
structure of PhoQcat bound to radicicol [10] into the apo structures. This resulted in three 
additional  models:  Rad-open,  Rad-closed and  Rad-intermediate.  Finally,  we  used  an 
automatic docking algorithm, AutoDock Vina [16]. Although the X-Ray structure of PhoQcat 
bound to radicicol has been solved [10], these docking tests with radicicol can be used to 
optimize the docking procedure for those drugs whose PhoQcat-inhibitor complex has not 
been crystallized yet. We probed the drug onto the same apo models used in the manual 
docking (apo-open, apo-closed, apo-intermediate). The drug was considered as flexible and 
only the polar hydrogens were treated explicitly. PhoQcat was treated as a rigid body except 
for the side chains of all the residues within 5  Å of radicicol in the crystal structure of the 
PhoQcat-radicicol  complex [17].  We found that  many of the docking poses correspond to 
external,  solvent  exposed sites instead  of  the  actual  binding site.  Moreover,  the docking 
poses with the highest affinity score or representing the most populated cluster [18-19] did not 
reproduce the radicicol binding mode observed in the crystal structure. Therefore, we decided 
to analyze the docking poses by similarity to the crystal structure of the PhoQcat-radicicol 
complex. The best docking pose (hereafter referred to as the Rad-Vina model) replicated the 
binding of the resorcinol  moiety of  the drug to D416, but was still  missing the interaction 
between  the  epoxide  group  of  the  drug  and  R451  (see  Figure  4  in  reference  [10]). 
Mutagenesis  studies  have  shown  that  R451,  together  with  D416,  is  critical  for  radicicol 
binding [10]. We believe that the limited success of the docking experiments is due to the lack 
of  loop flexibility,  only partially  taken into account by considering different  apo forms and 
flexible side chains. A similar difficulty has also been encountered in the docking of inhibitors 
to adenosine deaminase [20], where the dynamics of the enzyme also plays an important 
role. The Rad-Vina model, as well as the other models described above (Rad-crystal1, Rad-
crystal2,  Rad-open,  Rad-closed and  Rad-intermediate),  were further  refined by  running a 
~100ns  AA-MD  simulation.  The  hydrogen-bonds  of  radicicol  with  D416  and  R451  were 
restrained using a weak harmonic potential in order to avoid the escape of the drug from the 
binding site during the ATP-lid rearrangement.

Finally, we built a model for the PhoQcat-JH-II-126 complex. PhoQcat has not been yet 
crystallized in the presence of JH-II-126, but this drug has been shown to act by displacing 
ATP from its binding site, like radicicol [11]. Therefore, we can exploit the chemical similarities 



          

of JH-II-126 with ATP and radicicol (whose structure bound to PhoQcat is available [8a, 10]) 
to predict its binding mode. The aromatic ring of JH-II-126 is very similar to the nitrogenous 
base of ATP or the resorcinol group of radicicol and thus it is expected to also bind in the 
purine binding site. However, while maintaining the hydrogen-bond with D416, three different 
binding modes are still possible (JH1, JH2 and JH3, see Figure 3). In each binding mode, the 
interactions with PhoQcat (with N390, but also with the loop residues) will change due to the 
different  orientation of  the drug.  Different  docking strategies were tested.  First,  we cross-
docked  JH1,  JH2  and  JH3  onto  the  crystal  structure  of  the  PhoQcat-ATP  complex  by 
superimposing the resorcinol ring of the drug with the pyrimidine ring of ATP (ATP-JH1, ATP-
JH2 and  ATP-JH3 models).  Nevertheless,  cross-docking  could  wrongly  bias  the  docking 
results.  The  JH-II-126  molecule  is  smaller  than  ATP  and  thus,  assuming  that  the  loop 
conformation  with  JH-II-126  bound  is  the  same  as  with  ATP  is  not  straightforward. 
Alternatively,  JH-II-126  can  be  cross-docked  onto  the  crystal  structure  of  the  PhoQcat-
radicicol complex by superimposing the resorcinol rings of both inhibitors, and the missing 
loop can be added using Modeller (Rad-JH1,  Rad-JH2 and Rad-JH3 models). As explained 
above, this modeling takes into account the volume of the drug in order to avoid steric clashes 
with the loop. Finally, we also tried docking automatically JH-II-126 into the apo structures. 
The AutoDock Vina [16] results were again not very promising, since the best ranked docking 
poses corresponded to JH-II-126 bound outside the purine binding site. Nevertheless, the 
three binding modes proposed above based only on chemical similarity were also found in the 
automatic  docking,  further  reinforcing  the  reliability  of  the  former  approach.  Hence,  we 
decided to use the chemically-guided manual docking instead of AutoDock Vina. Docking of 
each of the three binding modes onto each of the three apo models yields nine additional 
models (JH1-open,  JH1-closed,  JH1-intermediate, JH2-open,  JH2-closed,  JH2-intermediate, 
JH3-open,  JH3-closed and  JH3-intermediate).  Again,  each  model  was  further  refined  by 
running a ~100ns MD simulation. The hydrogens bonds of JH-II-126 with D416 and N390 
were restrained with a weak harmonic potential in order to avoid the escape of the drug from 
the binding site during the ATP-lid rearrangement.

Figure  3. Comparison  of  radicicol  and  JH-II-126  in  terms  of  chemical  similarity  and 
interactions with the core of PhoQcat. The three possible binding modes for JH-II-126 (JH1, 
JH2 and JH3) are shown.



          

All-atom molecular dynamics simulations. To refine the models of the previous section 
and get a further insight into  flexibility of the ATP-lid, we performed AA-MD simulations. Each 
model was immersed in a ~75 x 75 x 100  Å3 water box and a 150 mM NaCl was added 
(Figure 4).  The Cornell  et al. forcefield [21] was used for the protein, the TIP3P model for 
water [22] and the  Åqvist  et al. parameters [23] for the counterions. The ATP parameters 
were taken from Carlson et al. [24], whereas the GAFF force field [25] was used for radicicol 
and JH-II-126. The RESP charges for the inhibitors were calculated at the HF/6-31G* level of 
theory using Gaussian03 [26]. Simulations were performed using NAMD [27] version 2.8 with 
a 2 fs integration time step, a real space / van der Waals cutoff of 12 Å and a Fourier grid of 
0.9 Å resolution.

Figure 4. Example of one of the simulated PhoQcat-drug complexes. The protein is shown in 
a cartoon representation with the core in grey and the ATP-lid in dark blue, whereas the drug 
is displayed as green spheres. The water box is shown as a light blue surface and the ions 
are in white. The image was created using VMD [28].

Metadynamics  simulations. In  order  to  enhance  the  sampling  of  the  conformational 
space  of  the  ATP-lid,  some  of  the  models  were  submitted  to  metadynamics  [29].  This 
technique allows to accelerate the exploration of the free energy surface (FES) along a limited 
number of degrees of freedom (i.e. the collective variables or CVs) by successively adding to 
the  underlying  FES  gaussian-shaped  potentials.  Eventually  the  potential  well  where  the 
system was initially confined is filled up with the added gaussians, enabling the system to 
overcome the energy barrier and escape to another potential well. Two CVs were chosen: the 
Cα RMSD with respect to the apo-open state and the Cα RMSD with respect to the apo-closed 
state.  

Binding free energies. As a first approximation, the binding affinities of radicicol and the 
three binding modes of JH-II-126 where calculated using the Molecular Mechanics / Poisson-
Boltzmann  Surface  Area  (MM/PBSA)  calculations  [30].  Representatives  snapshots  were 
extracted from the metadynamics simulations and equilibrated for 2ns. The last 1 ns was 
used to generate an ensemble of conformations for the MM/PBSA calculation. 101 snapshots 
(every 10 ps) were used to calculate the enthalphic term, whereas for the entropic correction 
only 11 were used (every 100 ps) due to the larger computational cost of the normal mode 
analysis. A similar computational setup has been successfully used to calculate the binding 
free energy of other protein-drug systems [31].



          

Results

Loop conformations. The stability  of  the  different  models  was assessed  in  terms  of 
RMSD and clustering of the ATP-lid conformations. This analysis show that after some initial 
rearrangement (~30 ns), the loop remains in a single conformation. In other words, in the 
nanosecond  time  scale  only  one  loop  conformation  is  present.  A  similar  behaviour  was 
observed in previous simulation study of the ATP-lid conformational switching in a protein of 
the same family (Hsp 90) [32]. 

To  overcome  this  limitation  and  increase  the  conformational  sampling,  we  have 
performed several ~100 ns simulations starting from different initial loop configurations. By 
combining the information of these simulations, we proposed that the conformational space 
explored by the loop in the presence of the radicicol and JH-II-126 inhibitors is smaller than 
for  the  apo  form.  However,  the  HK  inhibitors  are  unable  to  stabilize  a  single  loop 
conformation, in contrast to ATP.  We are currently running multiple walkers metadynamics 
simulations [33] in order to further enhance the sampling and characterize energetically the 
loop conformational space, using as a CVs the Cα RMSD with respect to the apo-closed state 
and the coordination number of the drug with the loop residues (see below).

Radicicol binding.  The interactions of the HK inhibitors and PhoQcat can be divided in 
two groups: the drug-core interactions and the drug-loop interactions. The core is considered 
to be the  α/β-sandwich whose structure does not  change between the apo form and the 
PhoQcat-drug  complexes  (residues  331-429  and  444-480),  whereas  the  loop  includes 
residues  416-443  (i.e.  the  ATP-lid  plus  some  flanking  residues  also  without  a  defined 
secondary structure). 

For  radicicol,  we  found  that  the  main  drug-core  interactions  are  the  hydrogen-bond 
between the resorcinol group of the drug and D416, the π- π stacking between the resorcinol 
ring and Y394 and the hydrogen-bond between the epoxide group of the drug and R451, ain 
agreement  with  the  crystal  structure  [10].  Besides,  in  some  snapshots  we  observed  the 
transient formation of a hydrogen bond with N390 (Asn-NH2 ··· O(H)-radicicol). It should be 
noted that  in the crystal structure the orientation of N390 is different, such that the carbonyl 
group of  the amide (instead of  the amino group)  is  closer  to the OH group of  the drug. 
However, we believe that our results are not in disagreement with the crystallographic data 
because (i) the simulations show that the H-bond between radicicol and N390 is weak such 
that the Asn residue can easily rotate back to the crystal-like orientation, (ii) the orientation of 
N390 is not exactly the same in the three molecules present in the asymmetric unit of the 
crystal,  and  (iii)  resolution  of  the  electronic  density  of  Asn  side  chains  is  a  well-known 
problem.

The drug-loop contacts were analyzed in terms of the coordination number between the 
drug  and  residues  416-443  in  order  to  reduce  the  dimensionality  of  the  analysis.  The 
coordination number is defined as:

CN= ∑
i∈loop

∑
j∈drug 

1−∣x i−x j∣/d0
n

1−∣x i−x j∣/d0
m 

where d0=4A, n=6 and m=12. We found that the interactions of radicicol with the loop are 
short-lived, explaining why the inhibitor cannot stabilize a single conformation of the loop, 
contrary to ATP. Nevertheless, it is interesting that most of the models show a transient H-
bond between the keto group of radicicol and K90. 

We  also  looked  into  the  feasibility  of  halogen  bonds  between  the  chlorine  atom of 
radicicol and the carbonyl group of P419 or G420. It has been recently recognized that X-
bonds may play a significant role not only in self-assembling of supramolecular systems, but 
also in ligand-protein binding [34]. Although in the crystal structure the Cl ··· O=C geometry is 
not optimal for the formation of an X-bond, it should be noted that the β-factor of P419 and 
G420 are significantly higher than other Pro or Gly residues. This indicates a higher flexibility 
for these two residues and thus suggests that transient X-bonds might be formed. Indeed, our 
simulations show that both P419 and G420 can temporarily form weak X-bonds with the drug. 
It should be noted here that current force fields underestimate the halogen bond strength, 
because point charges cannot describe properly the σ-hole responsible for the interaction with



          

 the Lewis base [35].

In  order  to  escape  from  the  minima  where  the  PhoQcat-radicicol  complexes  were 
trapped, we also submitted some of the models to metadynamics (see computational details). 
In these simulations we force the loop movement to explore other conformations and check 
whether the same drug-loop interactions are observed. We found that the main drug-loop 
interaction is again the H-bond with K90, in agreement with the previous MD simulations.

JH-II-126 binding. The main drug-core interactions for JH-II-126 are the hydrogen bonds 
with D416 and N390 and the π- π stacking with Y394. The JH-II-126 molecule is smaller than 
radicicol and thus cannot interact with R451, but this is compensated by a stronger H-bond 
with N390. These drug-core interactions were common to all three binding modes of JH-II-
126, though the H-bond details are not exactly the same. The H-bond with D416 is direct for 
JH1 and JH2, whereas for JH3 it  is mediated by a water molecule. Besides, JH1 or JH2 
accept a hydrogen bond from the amino group of N390, while JH3 donates a hydrogen bond 
to the carbonyl group of N390.

The interactions between JH-II-126 and the loop are short-lived, as for radicicol. Besides 
the H-bond with K90 already described for radicicol, we also observed transient interactions 
with R105 and Q108 for all three binding modes. Besides, in the JH3 binding mode JH-II-126 
seems to form X-bonds similar to radicicol. However this observation is not conclusive due to 
the limitations of the force field describing halogen bonding [35]. Further exploration of the 
loop conformational space using metadynamics yield the same results as the MD simulations.

Binding free energies. To complement this structural analysis, we have also calculated a 
rough estimate of the binding free energies of radicicol and JH-II-126 (in its three different 
orientations) using MM/PBSA (see computational details). The affinities found for the different 
radicicol models fall in the same range as for the JH-II-126 models. Although there is one 
order of magnitude difference between the dissociation constant of the two drugs [11], the 
free energy difference is less than 0.5 kcal/mol, well  below the accuracy of these type of 
calculations.  MM/PBSA have also been shown to be useful  to rank different drug binding 
modes [36]. When comparing the binding free energies of JH1, JH2 and JH3, we did not find 
a significant difference. In order to confirm that the three orientations of JH-II-126 yield similar 
binding  free  energies,  we  plan  to  use  more  accurate  free  energy  perturbation  (FEP) 
calculations [37].

Discussion

Using  the  results  presented  in  the  previous  section,  we  can  propose  a  structural 
explanation for  the low affinity  of  the current  PhoQ HK inhibitors.  In the presence of  the 
natural substrate (ATP), the ATP-lid displays a single closed conformation. On the contrary, 
when PhoQcat is bound to the drug, the loop can adopt many (probably close-in-energy) 
conformations. In other words, neither radicicol nor JH-II-126 can stabilize the ATP-lid in a 
closed conformation because the drug-loop interactions are too weak. Moreover, because the 
loop can adopt open conformations, the drug can be exposed to the solvent, increasing the 
probability of dissociation or displacement by ATP (Figure 5).

From this model, it follows that strengthening of the interactions between the drug and 
the loop can help to keep the lid  in a single closed conformation and thus decrease the 
dissociation  constant.  The  transient  interactions  observed  in  our  simulations  can  help  to 
design chemical modifications of the drug that will  improve its affinity. E.g. since K90 has 
been found to weakly interact with both radicicol and JH-II-126, it is reasonable to think that 
the introduction of a negatively charged carboxylate can strengthen this H-bond and thus 
increase the drug affinity. Interestingly, Cai et al. have recently reported two potential PhoQ 
HK inhibitors with a benzoyl and a isonicotinyl group, respectively, with dissociation constants 
1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than radicicol and JH-II-126 [12]. It would also be worthy to 
probe the effect of halogen bonding by replacing the chlorine atom with a stronger X-bond 
acceptor such as bromine or iodine. Halogen bonds are directional and can contribute up to 
-3.5 kcal/mol to the binding free energy [38], thus having an important contribution to both 
selectivity and binding affinity.



          

Figure 5. Scheme showing the proposed model for the binding of the current HK inhibitors to 
PhoQcat. The protein is represented as a grey pot (the core of the protein) with a blue lid (the 
ATP-lid). The kinase natural substrate (ATP) is shown as a red ball, whereas the HK inhibitor 
(drug) is in green.
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